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COMODULE ALGEBRAS AND 2-COCYCLES OVER THE (BRAIDED)
DRINFELD DOUBLE
ROBERT LAUGWITZ
Abstract. We show that for dually paired bialgebras, every comodule algebra over one of the
paired bialgebras gives a comodule algebra over their Drinfeld double via a crossed product
construction. These constructions generalize to working with bialgebra objects in a braided
monoidal category of modules over a quasitriangular Hopf algebra. Hence two ways to provide
comodule algebras over the braided Drinfeld double (the double bosonization) are provided.
Furthermore, a map of second Hopf algebra cohomology spaces is constructed. It takes a pair of
2-cocycles over dually paired Hopf algebras and produces a 2-cocycle over their Drinfeld double.
This construction also has an analogue for braided Drinfeld doubles.
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation and Background. The Drinfeld double DrinpHq of a Hopf algebra H from
[Dri86] appears as part of the structures used in algebraic approaches to constructing different
types of 3-dimensional topological quantum field theories (TQFTs). For example, Dijkgraaf–
Witten TQFTs involve the Drinfeld double DrinpGq of a group algebra kG [DW90, DPR90].
Further, Reshetikhin–Turaev type TQFTs, defined for a modular tensor category, are of partic-
ular interest in the case of the quantum groups Uqpgq [RT91]. These quantum groups can be
obtained from a braided version of the Drinfeld double (the double bosonization) of its nilpotent
part [Maj99].
Related to the philosophy of categorification, which aims to construct 4-dimensional TQFTs
by lifting the algebraic structures used in the construction of 3-dimensional theories to categories
[CF94], modules over monoidal categoriesM have been studied. A detailed account of this theory
is given in [EGNO15, Chapter 7]. A left module over M is a category C admitting a k-linear
bifunctor  : M C ÝÑ C, such that the module axioms hold only up to natural isomorphisms
which satisfy coherences.
The category of modules over the Drinfeld double of a bialgebra B is a braided monoidal
category, which is equivalent to the center ZpB-Modq of the category B-Mod of modules over
B. A theorem of [Ost03, EGNO15] gives, for a finite tensor-category M, a categorical Morita
equivalence MMop-Mod ÝÑ ZpMq-Mod. On the left hand side M-bimodules appear, while
the right hand side consists of categorical modules over the monoidal center of M.
More generally, bialgebras (or Hopf algebras) B can be defined in a braided monoidal category
B and are sometimes called braided bialgebras (respectively, braided Hopf algebras), see e.g.
[Maj00,AS02]. Modules over such a braided bialgebra again form a monoidal category, denoted
by B-ModpBq. A central motivation for this paper is to contribute to understanding categorical
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modules not over the whole category ZpMq, for M  B-ModpBq, but over the a subcategory,
called the relative monoidal center ZBpMq  ZpMq defined on the categorical level in [Lau15,
Lau18]. For the framework of this paper, it is sufficient to view ZBpMq as the equivalent
category BBYDpBq of Yetter–Drinfeld modules (also called crossed modules) over B within B of
[Bes97,BD98].
Working with braided Hopf algebras has become a productive point of view in quantum algebra
(see e.g. [Maj93,Maj94a,Lyu95,AS02] and other papers). A prominent example is given by the
positive part Uqpn
 q of the quantum group Uqpgq associated to a Kac–Moody algebra g [Dri86,
Jim85, Lus10]. The algebra Uqpn
 q is not a Hopf algebra over Cpqq, but a Hopf algebra object
in the braided monoidal category of comodules over a lattice, with a special, non-symmetric,
braiding obtained from the parameter q and the Cartan datum defining g [Maj99,AS02].
The relative monoidal center of Uqpn
 q-modules is equivalent to the braided monoidal category
of highest weight modules over Uqpgq [Lau18]. To study modules over the quantum group Uqpgq,
it is often reasonable to assume certain restrictions on the modules. For example, one can study
the category consisting of highest weight modules, which are semisimple with integral weights,
such that Uqpg
 q acts locally finitely. In addition, finite generation as Uqpg
 q-modules can be
assumed, giving an analogue of the category O [BGG71] for quantum groups [AM15]. However,
the class of finitely generated modules is not closed under tensor products. This point of view
that the relative center is a natural category to study holds for a larger class of braided Hopf
algebras of infinite dimension [Lau15, Section 3.7]. This relative version of the center turns out
to be related to the braided Drinfeld double, called double bosonization in [Maj91].
Another structure of interest in this paper are bialgebra 2-cocycles. These are a part of a gener-
alization of Sweedler’s bialgebra cohomology [Swe68] with coefficients in k to non-cocommutative
bialgebras [Maj94b]. Twists by bialgebra 2-cocycles are a fundamental tool in the deformation
theory leading to quantum groups, and the study of the larger class of pointed Hopf algebras.
The idea goes back to [Dri86], where a Hopf algebra can be given a twisted coproduct by con-
jugation with a 2-cycle, and [DT94] for the twist of the algebra structure by conjugation with a
2-cocycle, see also [AS02,Mas08,AS10]. In this paper, we give an explicit map inducing bialgebra
2-cocycles on the (braided) Drinfeld double from the datum of bialgebra 2-cocycles on B and
its dual. Such 2-cocycles have been classified for the Drinfeld double and similarly constructed
bicross product algebras by Schauenburg [Sch99,Sch02]. Other results on inducing so-called lazy
2-cocycles on the Drinfeld double are found in [BC06,CP07].
1.2. Summary. Let B be a braided monoidal k-linear category, and A a bialgebra in B. Further
let A be a B-comodule algebra in B (see Section 2). The first main result of the paper (Theorem
2.3) is that there exists a left categorical action
 : BBYDA-ModpB-CoModq ÝÑ A-ModpB-CoModq,
of the monoidal category BBYD of left Yetter–Drinfeld modules over B from [Bes97, BD98] (cf.
Definition 2.1). A similar result holds given a right B-module algebra A, see Theorem 2.4. These
actions generalize the induced A-module structure in a non-trivial way (cf. Example 2.11). In
the special case where A  B with the regular coaction, the result gives an action of BBYD on
Hopf modules over B (Example 2.10) similar to [Lu94,Lau15]. If B  H is a commutative Hopf
algebra, using A  H with the adjoint coaction, the functor  corresponds, under equivalence,
to the tensor product of HHYD (see Example 2.15).
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In Section 3, we slightly generalize these results to produce comodule algebra over a braided
version of the Drinfeld double, (the double bosonization of [Maj99,Maj00]), which we denote by
DrinHpC,Bq. For this, let B  H-Mod where H is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra over a field
k, and let C,B be bialgebras with a bialgebra pairing ev : C bB Ñ k in B. This way, there is a
monoidal functor
Ψ: BBYD ÝÑ DrinHpC,Bq-Mod,
see Proposition 3.6. The setup allows for infinite-dimensional bialgebras C,B, for which the
latter category may be larger. If the pairing ev is non-degenerate, then Ψ is fully faithful.
The main results of Section 3 are:
 Let A be a left B-comodule algebra in B  H-Mod. Then A o copC o H is a left
DrinHpC,Bq-comodule algebra, see Corollary 3.12.
 Let A be a right C-comodule algebra in B  H-Mod. Then A o B o H is a left
DrinHpC,Bq-comodule algebra, see Corollary 3.17.
A notable example is that the braided Heisenberg double is a comodule algebra over the braided
Drinfeld double DrinHpC,Bq (Example 3.12). This case recovers a result of [Lau15] generalizing
[Lu94].
Weakening the assumption of H being quasitriangular to that of a weak quasitriangular struc-
ture of [Maj99], cf. Definition 3.19, the above results can be applied to Lusztig’s version of the
quantum groups Uqpgq. Namely, for B  Uqpn
 q, the nilpotent part of the quantum group, its
braided Drinfeld double with Uqpn
q is isomorphic as a Hopf algebra to Uqpgq by [Maj99]. The
results of this paper add that any Uqpn
 q-comodule algebra can be used to produce a Uqpgq-
comodule algebra. In particular, the regular comodule algebra gives an algebra Dqpgq containing
the quantum Weyl algebra of [Jos95], cf. Corollary 3.27.
In Section 4, we investigate the construction of bialgebra 2-cocycles over the (braided) Drinfeld
double from 2-cocycles over weakly dually paired Hopf algebras. In the most general form
(Theorem 4.18), there is a map
H2HpB, kq H2HpcopC,kq ÝÑ H2pDrinHpC,Bq, kq, pσ, τq ÞÝÑ σ  τ,
where C,B are dually paired Hopf algebra objects in the braided monoidal category H-Mod
for a quasitriangular Hopf algebra H. The subscripts H here indicate that these 2-cocycles live
in the braided monoidal category H-Mod (see Section 4.3 for basic facts of a theory of such
braided 2-cocycles). Such 2-cocycles in B were defined in [BD99] and relate to 2-cocycles of a
monoidal category as discussed in [PSVO10,BB13] in general.
The DrinHpC,Bq-comodule algebras constructed in Section 3 relate to the map
IndB : H
2
HpB, kq ÝÑ H2pDrinHpC,Bq, kq, σ ÞÝÑ σ  trivC
by means of constructing one-sided twists, or cleft objects (see [DT86, Sch96, Mas08]). If Bσ
denotes the one-sided twist of B by σ, then Bσo copCoH is the one-sided twist of DrinHpC,Bq
by IndBpσq using the DrinHpC,Bq-comodule algebra structure from Theorem 2.8. In particular,
using the trivial 2-cocycle σ  trivB, we recover the result of [Lau15] that the braided Heisenberg
double HeisHpC,Bq is a one-sided 2-cocycle twist of DrinHpC,Bq (see Example 4.19). This is a
generalization of an earlier result of [Lu94]. An example is that the q-Weyl algebra Dqpgq is a
2-cocycle twist of Uqpgq.
To conclude the summary, note that the categorical actions from Theorem 2.3 and 2.4 fit into
a more general categorical picture [Lau18] of constructing categorical modules over the relative
monoidal center. We further note that it would be interesting to construct more explicit examples
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of comodule algebras over the class of braided Hopf algebras given by Nichols algebras (see e.g.
[AS02, AS10]). In the literature of Nichols algebras over a group, examples of such comodule
algebras can be given using twists by 2-cocycles which are typically defined over the bosonization
(Radford biproduct [Rad85]) of the braided Hopf algebra by twisting the group part, see e.g.
[Mas08].
1.3. Setup. In this paper, B is a braided monoidal category with braiding Ψ. We assume that
B is k-linear (or even abelian), over k a field. As a prototype example, we may think of B
as a category H-Mod for H a quasitriangular Hopf algebra over k, or H-CoMod for H dual
quasitriangular (see e.g. [Maj94a, Section 1.3]). All categories considered are assumed to be
equivalent to small categories.
Let A be an algebra object in B, with associative multiplication m : A b A Ñ A and unit
1 : I Ñ A. We can then consider the category A-Mod  A-ModpBq of left A-modules in B.
Here, a left A-module is an object V of B together with a morphism a : AbV Ñ V in B satisfying
the usual module axioms:
apmb IdV q  apIdAbaq, ap1b IdV q  IdV .(1.1)
This category is again k-linear (and abelian if B is abelian). Analogously, we denote by Mod-A,
A-CoMod, and CoMod-A the categories of right A-modules, left A-comodules, respectively
right A-comodules. Although these categories consists of objects in B and all morphisms are in
B, we often suppress B in the notation of these categories.
Unless otherwise specified, B denotes a bialgebra object in B. That is, B has an algebra
structure m : B bB Ñ B, 1 : I Ñ B, and a coalgebra structure ∆: B Ñ B bB, ε : B Ñ I, such
that the following axioms are satisfied:
mpmb IdBq  mpIdB bmq,(1.2)
mp1b IdBq  mpIdB b1q  IdB,(1.3)
p∆b IdBq∆  pIdB b∆q∆,(1.4)
pεb IdBq∆  pIdB bεq∆  IdB,(1.5)
∆m  mbmpIdB bΨB,B b IdBqp∆b∆q,(1.6)
∆1  1b 1,(1.7)
εm  εb ε.(1.8)
Here, the last three axioms say that ∆, ε are morphisms of algebras (equivalently, m and 1 are
morphisms of coalgebras). Morphisms of bialgebras are morphisms in B which commute with all
these structures. If, in addition, there exists a morphism S : B Ñ B in B which is a two-sided
convolution inverse to IdB, i.e.
mpIdB bSq∆  mpS b IdBq∆  1ε,(1.9)
then we say B is a Hopf algebra in B. We assume that all Hopf algebras have an invertible
antipode. Morphisms of bialgebras between Hopf algebras commute with the antipodes.
Further, we say that B is commutative in B if m  mΨ, which is equivalent to m  mΨ1.
Graphical calculus, similar to that used in [Maj94a], is helpful for computations in the monoidal
category B-ModpBq. For example, the B-module structure VbW on the tensor product V bW
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of left B-modules V , W is depicted as
(1.10) VbW  pV bW qpIdB bΨB,V b IdW qp∆b IdVbW q  .
Here, Ψ  denotes the braiding in B, ∆  denotes the coproduct of B, and  
: B b V Ñ V denotes a left action of B on V . To give another example of such graphical
calculus, the bialgebra condition (1.6) can be displayed as:
(1.11)  .
Lemma 1.1. For B a commutative (or cocommutative) bialgebra in B, B is also a bialgebra in
B  pB,Ψ1q, the braided monoidal category with inverse braiding.
Proof. We have to verify the bialgebra condition using the inverse braiding Ψ1 instead of the
braiding Ψ. For B commutative in B, this amounts to the following computation:
∆m  ∆mΨ1  pmbmq∆BbBΨ
1
 pmΨ1 bmΨ1qpIdB bΨ
1 b IdBqp∆b∆q
 pmbmqpIdB bΨ
1 b IdBqp∆b∆q.
The proof for B cocommutative is similar; it follows dually. 
In fact, it was shown in [Sch98] that for a cocommutative Hopf algebra in B, it follows that
Ψ2H,H  IdHbH , i.e. the braiding on H is symmetric.
For A an algebra and C a coalgebra in B, there exists a convolution product  on HomBpC,Aq,
where
φ  ψ  mApφb ψq∆C , @φ, ψ : C Ñ A.(1.12)
Note that 1AεC is the neutral element with respect to . If a two-sided inverse for φ exists, then
it is unique, and we denote it by φ.
Further, recall that a bialgebra B over k is quasitriangular if there exists a universal R-matrix
R P B bB such that
Rp1qp1q bR
p1q
p2q bR
p2q  R
p1q
1 bR
p1q
2 bR
p2q
1 R
p2q
2 ,(1.13)
Rp1q bRp2qp1q bR
p2q
p2q  R
p1q
1 R
p1q
2 bR
p2q
2 bR
p2q
1 ,(1.14)
Rp1qbp1q bR
p2qbp2q  bp2qR
p1q b bp1qR
p2q, @b P B,(1.15)
cf. [Maj00, Definition 2.1.1]. We require R to be convolution invertible. Given B quasitriangular,
the category B-Mod is braided with braiding (cf. [Maj00, Theorem 9.2.4])
ΨV,W pv b wq  pR
p2q  wq b pRp1q  vq, @v P V,w PW.(1.16)
Here, the notation b v is used to denote a left B-action.
Dually, B is dual quasitriangular if there exists a dual R-matrix R : B bB Ñ k such that
Rpab, cq  Rpa, cp1qqRpb, cp2qq,(1.17)
Rpa, bcq  Rpap1q, cqRpap2q, bq,(1.18)
ap2qbp2qRpap1q, bp1qq  bp1qap1qRpap2q, bp2qq,(1.19)
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for all a, b, c P B; cf. [Maj00, Definition 2.2.1]. In this case, the category of left B-comodules is
braided monoidal with braiding given by
(1.20) ΨV,W pv b wq  w
p0q b vp0qRpwp1q, vp1qq,
where δpvq  vp1q b vp0q P B b V is adapted Sweedler’s notation for the left B-coaction on V
(sums are implicit).
1.4. Acknowledgments. The author thanks Kobi Kremnizer and Shahn Majid for interesting
and helpful discussions on the subject of this paper. Early parts of this research were supported
by an EPSRC Doctoral Prize at the University of East Anglia. The author also thanks Florin
Panaite for hints to further references and a helpful discussion, and the anonymous referee for
helpful feedback and suggestions.
2. A Tensor Product Action by Yetter–Drinfeld Modules
In this section, B is a bialgebra in a braided monoidal category B (cf. Section 1.3). Let
A be an algebra object in the category B-CoMod. That is, A has a B-comodule structure
δ : AÑ B bA, a multiplication mA : AbAÑ A, and a unit 1A : I Ñ A, such that
δmA  pmB bmAqpIdB bΨA,B b IdAqpδ b δq,(2.1)
δ1A  1B b 1A.(2.2)
These conditions can be depicted as
(2.3)  ,  ,
where 1  denotes the units (of B and A). Given A, the category A-ModpB-CoModq can
be defined, consisting of left A-modules in B such that the A-action is a morphism of left B-
comodules, where B itself has the regular B-comodule structure given by ∆.
2.1. Yetter–Drinfeld Modules. We recall some facts about the category of Yetter–Drinfeld
modules over a bialgebra in B. Such modules were introduced in [Bes97, Section 3.3] and [BD98]
and called crossed modules therein.
Definition 2.1. The category BBYD 
B
BYDpBq of left Yetter–Drinfeld modules over B in B
consists of objects V in B which are equipped with a left B-action a and a left B-coaction δ in
B, such that the following compatibility holds:
pmB b aqpIdB bΨB,B b IdV qp∆b δq
 pmB b IdV qpIdB bΨV,Bqpδab IdV qpIdB bΨB,V qp∆b IdV q.
(2.4)
That is,
(2.5)  .
Morphisms in BBYD are required to commute with both the B-action and coaction.
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It was shown in [Bes97, Theorem 3.4.3] that the category BBYD is a braided monoidal category,
where the monoidal structure is given by the tensor product action of Eq. (1.10) and the tensor
product coaction given by
δVbW  pmb IdVbW qpIdB bΨV,B b IdW qpδV b δW q  .(2.6)
The braiding is given by
(2.7) ΨYDV,W  pab IdV qpIdB bΨV,W qpδV b Idq  .
Lemma 2.2. If H is a Hopf algebra in B, Equation (2.5) is equivalent either one of the following
equations
pmb IdV qpIdH bδqpS b aqp∆b IdV q
 pmb IdV qpIdbΨV,HqpIdbab IdqpΨH,H b IdV bSqpIdH bpδ b IdHqΨH,V qp∆b IdV q
(2.8)
δa  pmb IdqpIdbΨV,Hqpmb ab IdHqpIdH bΨH,H b Idqp∆b pδ b SqΨH,V qp∆b IdV q.(2.9)
Proof. These equations are depicted as
S S , and  S .(2.10)
using graphical calculus, and follow easily under use of the antipode axioms. 
The category of Yetter–Drinfeld module is a realization of a version of the center of the
monoidal category B-Mod, relative to B, the relative monoidal center (cf. [Lau15,Lau18]).
2.2. The Tensor Product Action. The following first main theorem of this paper states that
we can tensor (using the tensor product of B) objects of A-ModpB-CoModq with objects of
B
BYD on the left and obtain modules in A-ModpB-CoModq.
Theorem 2.3. Let A be an algebra object in B-CoMod. Given objects pV, aV , δV q in
B
BYD,
and pW,aW , δW q in A-ModpB-CoModq, their tensor product V bW becomes an object V W
of A-ModpB-CoModq with A-action aVW and B-coaction δVW given by
aVW : paV b aW qpIdB bΨA,V b IdW qpδA b IdVbW q  ,(2.11)
δVW : pmB b IdVbW qpIdB bΨV,B b IdW qpδV b δW q  .(2.12)
Proof. It follows directly from A being a B-comodule algebra that aVW defines an A-action.
We need to check that it is a morphism of B-comodules. A proof of this, using graphical calculus,
can be given by
   .
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The first step uses that A is a B-comodule algebra, see Eq. (2.3). The second equality uses
coassociativity of the coproduct of B an that δ is a coaction. Next, we apply the Yetter–Drinfeld
compatibility condition depicted in Eq. (2.5), and finally, coassociativity and the comodule
axioms are used again to conclude this proof that V W is an object in A-ModpB-CoModq.
Alternatively, the proof can be given using the notation of composition and tensor products
of maps:
δVWaVW pmB b IdqpIdB bΨV,B b aW qpδV aV b δAbW qpIdB bΨA,V b IdW qpδA b IdVbW q
pmB b IdqpmB bΨV,B b IdW qpIdB bΨV,B b IdBbW qpδaV b IdBbB baW q
pIdB bΨB,V bΨA,B b IdW qp∆bΨA,V b δW qpδA b IdVbW q
pmB b IdqpIdB bΨV,B b IdW qpmB b aW b IdBbW qpIdB bΨB,B b IdVbB baW q
p∆b δV bΨA,B b IdW qpIdB bΨA,V b δW qpδA b IdVbW q
pIdB baVW qδAbVbW . 
The following theorem gives a version of Theorem 2.3 for B-module algebras which is proved
in an analogous way. A right B-module algebra in B is an algebra object in the category Mod-B.
That is, A has a right B-module structure aA : A b B Ñ A, a multiplication mA : A b A Ñ A,
and a unit 1A : I Ñ A, such that
aApmA b IdBq  mAaAbA,(2.13)
aAp1A b IdBq  1Aε.(2.14)
These conditions can be displayed as
(2.15)  ,  .
where ε  denotes the counit.
Theorem 2.4. Let A be a right B-module algebra. Given objects pV, aV , δV q in YD
B
B, and
pW,aW , bW q in A-ModpMod-Bq, where aW : A b W Ñ W and bW : W b B Ñ W are A-,
respectively B-actions, their tensor product V bW becomes an object V W of A-ModpMod-Bq
with A-action aVW and B-action bVW given by
aVW : pIdV baW qpIdV bbA b IdW qpΨA,V b IdBbW qpIdAbδV b IdW q  ,(2.16)
bVW : pbV b bW qpIdV bΨW,B b IdBqpIdVbW b∆Bq  .(2.17)
Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 in fact provide categorical modules in the sense of [EGNO15, Definition
7.1.1]:
Corollary 2.5. Let A be an algebra object in B-CoMod and D an algebra object in Mod-B.
(i) The category A-ModpB-CoModq is a left module over the monoidal category BBYD.
That is,
 : BBYDA-ModpB-CoModq ÝÑ A-ModpB-CoModq, pV,W q ÞÝÑ V W
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extends to a k-bilinear functor such that 1 V  V and there is a natural isomorphism
pV1 b V2q W  V1  pV2 W q,
for two objects V1, V2 of
B
BYD.
(ii) Similarly, D-ModpMod-Bq is a left categorical module over YDBB via the k-bilinear
functor
 : YDBB D-ModpMod-Bq ÝÑ D-ModpMod-Bq, pV,W q ÞÝÑ V W.
Remark 2.6. Note that the categorical actions in Corollary 2.5 are instances of a categorical
construction of modules over the relative monoidal center. This point of view is explored further
in [Lau18].
For a version of Theorem 2.4 valid for a right B-module algebra, we need the following lemma
about right-left translation of Yetter–Drinfeld modules. We then obtain a version of Theorem
2.4 for left B-module algebras.
For this, denote by copB the bialgebra in B with the same product mB as B but opposite
coproduct Ψ1B,B∆B. If B is a Hopf algebra, then
copB is a Hopf algebra with antipode is S1.
Lemma 2.7. Let B be a Hopf algebra in B. There is an equivalence of braided monoidal cate-
gories
YDBBpBq ÝÑ
copB
copBYDpBq, pV, a, δq ÞÝÑ pV, a1, δ1q,(2.18)
where
a1  aΨ1B,V pS
1 b IdV q, δ
1  Ψ1V,Bδ.
Proof. We first verify that given a right B-module V , with action a, pV, a1q as above is a left copB-
module, and the tensor product is given using the opposite coproduct pΨ1B,Bq∆B (in the category
B). This provides a monoidal functor Mod-BpBq Ñ copB-ModpBq. Similarly, pV, δq ÞÑ pV, δ1q
gives a monoidal functor CoMod-BpBq Ñ copB-CoModpBq. Finally, given a right YD-module
over B, the left copB-module and comodule structures are again YD-compatible, but using the
braiding of B. To show this, it helps to use Equation (2.8) for the Hopf algebra copB in B. 
Corollary 2.8. Assume B is a Hopf algebra in B. Let A be an algebra object in B-Mod. Given
two objects pV, aV , δV q in
B
BYD, and pW,aW , bW q in A-ModpB-Modq, where aW : AbW ÑW
and bW : B bW Ñ W are A-, respectively B-actions, their tensor product V bW becomes an
object V W of A-ModpB-Modq with A-action aVW and B-action bVW given by
aVW : pIdbaW qpΨ
1
V,A b IdW qpaV Ψ
1
B,A b IdBbW qpIdAbpS
1 b IdV qδV b IdW q

S-1
,
(2.19)
bVW : pbV b bW qpIdB bΨB,V b IdW qp∆B b IdVbW q  .(2.20)
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.4 under Lemma 2.7. 
Theorem 2.3 and 2.4 can further be dualized to give a version for (co)module coalgebras.
Graphically, dualizing corresponds to rotating a picture by 180 degrees in the horizontal middle
axis. From this, formulas for the tensor product can be derived.
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Corollary 2.9. Let B be a bialgebra in B.
(i) Let C be an coalgebra object in B-Mod, with B-action aC : B b C Ñ C. Given objects
pV, aV , δV q in
B
BYD, and pW, δW , aW q in C-CoModpB-Modq, then V bW becomes an
object V W of C-CoModpB-Modq with C-coaction δVW and B-action aVW given
by
δVW : paC b IdVbW qpIdB bΨV,C b IdW qpδV b δW q  ,(2.21)
aVW : paV b aW qpIdB bΨB,V b IdW qp∆B b IdVbW q  .(2.22)
(ii) Let C be an coalgebra object in CoMod-B, with B-coaction δC : C Ñ C bB. Given ob-
jects pV, aV , δV q in YD
B
B, and pW,γW , δW q in C-CoModpCoMod-Bq, where γW : W Ñ
C bW and δW : W ÑW bB are C, and B-coactions, then V bW is an object V W
of C-CoModpCoMod-Bq with C-coaction γVW and B-coaction δVW given by
γVW : pIdC baV b IdW qpΨV,C b IdBbW qpIdV bδC b IdW qpIdV bγW q  ,(2.23)
δVW : pIdVbW bmBqpIdV bΨB,W b IdBqpδV b δW q  .(2.24)
Hence, similarly to before, there are categorical actions
 : BBYD C-CoModpB-Modq ÝÑ C-CoModpB-Modq,
 : YDBB  C-CoModpCoMod-Bq ÝÑ C-CoModpCoMod-Bq.
2.3. Examples. The rest of this section is devoted to the inclusion of various general examples,
based on natural (co)module algebra structures from the literature.
Example 2.10 (Regular coaction). Any bialgebra B is a B-comodule algebra with respect to the
left regular coaction via the coproduct ∆, see e.g. [Maj00, Example 1.6.17]. We denote B viewed
as a B-comodule algebra in this way by Breg. The category Breg-ModpB-CoModq is equivalent
to the category of Hopf modules over B in B as treated (in such a generality) in [Bes97,BD98].
A Hopf module V is an object of B with a B-coaction δ and a B-action a, such that
δa  pmB b aqpIdB bΨB,B b IdV qp∆b δq ðñ  .(2.25)
In this case, Theorem 2.3 recovers the result of [Lau15] (proved there for quasi-Hopf algebras)
that the tensor product V bW of a Yetter–Drinfeld module V with a Hopf module W is again
a Hopf module over B. We will remark in Examples 3.13 and 4.19 how this tensor product
generalizes the main result of [Lu94].
Example 2.11 (Trivial coaction). A more basic example is given by viewing B as a comodule
algebra Btriv with respect to the trivial coaction (via the counit ε) on itself. In this case, the
category Btriv-ModpB-CoModq consist of simultaneous left B-modules and comodules such
that the structures commute, i.e. an object pV, a, δq with action a and coaction δ satisfying
δa  pIdB baqpΨB,B b IdV qpIdB bδq.(2.26)
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In this case, the action of BBYD factors via the forgetful functor
B
BYD Ñ B-CoMod through
the regular categorical action of B-CoMod on Btriv-ModpB-CoModq, which acts by tensoring
the B-comodule structures, and the induced B-module structure.
Example 2.12 (Adjoint action). Another natural action for a Hopf algebra object H in B on itself
is given by the right adjoint action, defined by
aad : mHpS bmHqpΨH,H b IdHqpIdH b∆q  S ,(2.27)
cf. [Maj00, Example 1.6.9]. This makes H a right H-module algebra denoted by Had. Thus, by
Theorem 2.4, we we have a left tensor action
YDHH H
ad-ModpMod-Hq Ñ Had-ModpMod-Hq.
Example 2.13. A more concrete example can be given by considering the case H  kG of a
group algebra. In this case, the category Had-ModpMod-Hq consists of G oad G-modules, for
the group algebra of the semidirect product of G by itself, in which p1, gqph, 1q  pghg1, gq
holds. Indeed, an object W in Had-ModpMod-Hq has a right H-action w g and a left H-action
g  w, for w P W and g P G. It becomes a left G oad G-module by linearly extending an action
defined for pairs g, h P G by
pg, hq  w  g  pw  h1q.(2.28)
Theorem 2.4 states that we can tensor a module over Goad G by right G-crossed module, i.e a
G-graded right G-module V 
À
hPG Vg such that Vh  g  Vg1hg. Then the resulting Goad G-
module has action given, for v P V|v|, w PW , by
ph, 1q  v b w  v b |v|1h|v|  w,
p1, gq  v b w  v  g1 b w  g1.
Example 2.14 (Adjoint coaction coalgebra). We can also consider the left adjoint coaction for a
Hopf algebra H in B on itself which is defined by
δad : pmb IdqpIdbΨpIdbSq∆q∆  S .(2.29)
This makes H a coalgebra object in H-CoMod. The left comodule coalgebra version of Corollary
2.9 implies a right tensor action
 : CoMod-HadpH-CoModq  HHYD ÝÑ CoMod-H
adpH-CoModq.
Given an object pW, δl, δrq in CoMod-HadpH-CoModq, where δl is the left and δr the right
H-coaction, and an object pV, a, δq of HHYD, the left tensor product H-comodule W V obtains
a right H-comodule structure given by
δrWV  pIdW bab IdHqpIdW bΨH,V qpIdW bδ
ad b IdV qpδr b IdV q 
S
.(2.30)
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Example 2.15 (Adjoint coaction algebra). Let H be a commutative Hopf algebra in B, cf. Section
1.3. In this case, Had is also an algebra in the category H-CoMod. To prove this, graphical
calculus can be used:
S S SS S
S

S
 .
The third equality uses Lemma 1.1. In fact, combining this observation with the previous
example, Had becomes a Hopf algebra in the braided monoidal category H-CoMod. Again
using commutativity of H, the category Had-ModpH-CoModq is equivalent to HHYD (compare
to condition 2.9), and the tensor product of Theorem 2.3 recovers the monoidal structure on
H
HYD under this equivalence.
Example 2.16 (Transmutation). Let now let B  Vectk. An interesting generalization of the
previous example was constructed by Majid (see [Maj93, Theorem 4.1], and also [Maj00, 9.4.10])
using a process called transmutation. Let H be dual quasitriangular. Then H is replaced by
the covariantized version H. As coalgebras, H  H, but the product is changed so that H
is an algebra object in H-CoMod with respect to the adjoint coaction (in [Maj93, Maj00],
right comodules are used, but a left comodule version can be constructed). There exists an
equivalence of monoidal categories H-ModpH-CoModq  HHYD [Maj00, Theorem 7.4.5]. Under
this equivalence, the tensor product action of Theorem 2.3 corresponds to the monoidal structure
of HHYD.
3. Constructing Comodule Algebras over the Drinfeld Double
In this section, we relate the results from Section 2 to the construction of comodule algebras
over braided Drinfeld doubles.
3.1. Dually Paired Braided Bialgebras. We now describes the setup adapted throughout
this section. We let B be a bialgebra object in B as before. Assume C is another bialgebra
object in B which is a left weak dual to B.
Definition 3.1.
(i) Two bialgebras B,C in B are weakly dual if there exists a weak bialgebra pairing ev : Cb
B Ñ I, denoted by ev  such that
evpmC b IdBq  ev
b2pIdCbC b∆Bq, evpIdC bmBq  ev
b2p∆C b IdBbBq,(3.1)
evp1C b IdBq  εB, evpIdC b1Bq  εC ,(3.2)
where evb2  evpIdC b evb IdBq.
(ii) If B,C are Hopf algebras, then we require, in addition, that
(3.3) evpSC b IdBq  evpIdC bSBq.
(iii) We say that the weakly dual bialgebras (or Hopf algebras) B, C are strongly dual if there
exists a coevaluation coev : I Ñ B b C such that
pevb IdCqpIdC b coevq  IdC , pIdB b coevqpcoevb IdBq  IdB .(3.4)
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Remark 3.2. Note that a weak bialgebra pairing ev is not required to be non-degenerate in
general. Any pairing of strongly dual bialgebras is non-degenerate, but in the infinite-dimensional
case, the converse does not hold as the coevaluation map only exists in a completion of the tensor
product. Hence, in this case, the duality is not strong.
Note further that the convention on evb2 is different from the usual induced pairing on V b2
for vector spaces, but more suited to working in a braided monoidal category since it minimizes
the occurrence of the braiding. Duality pairings following this convention are sometimes called
categorical, cf. [Maj94a, Section 2.2].
The conditions of Definition 3.1 are express via graphical calculus as
(3.5)  ,  , ,  .
If B  Vectk then C can be taken to be the finite dual B [Mon93, Chapter 9].
Example 3.3 (Nichols algebras). Let V be a Yetter–Drinfeld module over a Hopf algebra H over
k. Then T pV q has a unique structure of a braided Hopf algebra in HHYD, generated by primitive
elements v P V . The prototype example of a duality pairing as in Definition 3.1 of braided
Hopf algebras is given by the self-duality of Nichols algebras (due to [Lus10, Proposition 1.2.3]
in the case of an abelian group). The pairing is obtained by taking quotients by the left and
right radical in the induced weak Hopf algebra pairing T pV q b T pV q Ñ k of the tensor algebras.
Then there is a non-degenerate pairing BpV q b BpV q Ñ k for the corresponding Nichols algebra
BpV q. This non-degeneracy characterizes the Nichols algebra BpV q as a quotient of T pV q, see
e.g. [AS02] for details.
More generally, one can take any ideal I in T pV q which is homogeneous and generated in
degree larger or equal to two and a Yetter–Drinfeld submodule. Then T pV q{I is a braided Hopf
algebra, sometimes called a pre-Nichols algebra, cf. [Mas08]. As I is contained in the radical
of the pairing T pV q b T pV q Ñ k, the pairing factors to a weak self-duality of the braided Hopf
algebra T pV q{I.
Lemma 3.4. Let C,B be dually paired Hopf algebras. Then there are functors of monoidal
categories
Φ
copC
B : B-CoModpBq ÝÑ copC-ModpBq, pV, δq ÞÝÑ pV, aq,
a : pevb IdV qpIdC bδq  ;
ΦBcopC :
copC-CoModpBq ÝÑ B-ModpBq, pV, δq ÞÝÑ pV, a1q,
a1 : pevb IdV qpΨB,C b IdV qpS b δq  S ,
where B denotes the monoidal category B with the inverse braiding Ψ1, and copC is C with the
same product, and (inverse) opposite coproduct Ψ1∆C . The functor Φ
copC
B does not require the
existence of antipodes for B and C.
We call the pairing ev non-degenerate if the above functor Φ
copC
B is fully faithful. If B  Vectk
then this is equivalent to the usual definition of a non-degenerate pairing, i.e. that the left and
right radicals are zero.
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3.2. Braided Drinfeld Doubles. We briefly recall the construction of braided Drinfeld doubles
(called double bosonizations in [Maj99]) for conformity with the conventions of this paper. We
now assume that B  H-Mod for a quasitriangular Hopf algebra H with universal R-matrix R
(cf. Section 1.3). Let C,B be (weakly) dual bialgebras in B  H-Mod. We denote the H-action
on B and C by  in order to be able to distinguish it from the product in the Drinfeld double
defined below.
Definition 3.5. We define DrinHpC,Bq to be the k-bialgebra generated by C,H,B as subalge-
bras such that
pRp1q  bp2qqpR
p2q  cp1qq evpcp2q, bp1qq  R
p1qcp2qbp1qR
p2q evpRp2q  cp1q, R
p1q  bp2qq,(3.6)
for any b P B, c P C. Further,
hb  php1q  bqhp2q, hc  php1q  cqhp2q, @h P H.(3.7)
The coproduct is given on generators by
∆phq  hp1q b hp2q,(3.8)
∆pbq  bp1qR
p2q b pRp1q  bp2qq,(3.9)
∆pcq  Rp1qcp2q b pR
p2q  cp1qq.(3.10)
The counit is defined on generators using the underlying counits in C,H, and B, and extended
multiplicatively.
If B, C are weakly dual Hopf algebras, then DrinHpC,Bq is C bH b B as a k-vector space.
In this case, the antipode SDrin is given by
SDrinphq  Sphq, SDrinpbq  SpR
p2qqpRp1q  Sbq, SDrinpcq  SpR
p1qqpRp2q  S1cq.(3.11)
Further, in this case, Equation (3.6) is equivalent to
cb  R
p1q
1 pR
p1q
2  bp2qqpR
p2q
2  cp2qqR
p2q evpR
p2q
1  cp1q, R
p1q  Sbp3qq evpcp3q, bp1qq.(3.12)
Here, the notation ∆Bpbq  bp1qb bp2q and ∆Cpcq  cp1qb cp2q is used. Equivalent to Equation
(3.7) we have xh  hp2qpS
1hp1q  xq for x in B or C.
If C,B are strongly dual in the sense of Definition 3.1(iii) and we denote the coevaluation
morphism coev : I Ñ B b C, by coev  eα b f
α (which is a sum of tensors), then DrinHpC,Bq
is quasitriangular with universal R-matrix
(3.13) RDrin  R
p1qfα b eαR
p2q.
Proposition 3.6. If C,B are weakly dual bialgebras (or Hopf algebras), then DrinHpC,Bq is a
bialgebra (respectively, Hopf algebra), and there is a monoidal functor
Φ: BBYD ÝÑ DrinHpC,Bq-Mod.
If the pairing ev of C and B is non-degenerate, then this functor is fully faithful.
If B,C are strongly dual, then Φ is an equivalence of braided monoidal categories.
Proof (sketch). Given an object V in BBYD, define ΦpV q  V with the same left H-action and
B-action. The C-coaction is given by c  v  evpc b vp1qqvp0q, for any c P C, v P V . This
assignment becomes a functor by setting Φpfq  f for any morphism f : V ÑW in BBYD.
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The result is due to [Maj99], with slightly different relations (as there a different category
of Yetter–Drinfeld modules is used, see [Maj99, Appendix B], and B is regarded as a right
H-module).
Consider the monoidal functor Φ
copC
B from Lemma 3.4 to produce a monoidal functor from
B
BYD into a category
C,BYD of simultaneous left B-modules and copC-modules V which are
compatible via the condition
aBpIdB baCqpΨ
1
B,C b IdqpIdC b evb IdBbV qp∆C b∆B b IdV q(3.14)
 pevb IdV qpIdbΨB,V qpIdC baC b IdBqpIdbaB b IdBqpIdbΨB,V qp∆C b∆B b IdV q,(3.15)
where aB denotes the B-action, and aC the
copC-action. It is not hard to check that this category
is monoidal and braided monoidal if B and C are strongly dual. If B,C are Hopf algebras, the
subcategory on finite-dimensional objects is rigid. Since B  H-Mod for a quasitriangular Hopf
algebra H, we can now apply a type of Tannaka–Krein duality (see e.g. [Maj00, Chapter 9]) to
the monoidal category C,BYD, using the forgetful functor
F: C,BYD ÝÑ Vectk.
Note that the representability condition [Maj00, Equation (9.40)] holds for DrinHpC,Bq. That
is, there are natural bijections
HomVectkpV,DrinHpC,Bqq  NatpV b F
n,Fnq, @n ¥ 0.
Hence [Maj00, Theorem 9.4.6] gives a monoidal functor
Φ1 : C,BYD ÝÑ DrinHpC,Bq-Mod
which is in fact an equivalence of categories. This follows as it can be explicitly described as
follows: Given an object V of C,BYD, the actions of H, B, and C on Φ1pV q are given by
the original actions on V , and hence uniquely determine V . This shows that Φ1 is essentially
surjective and full. It is faithful since F is faithful. The relations for DrinHpC,Bq are now
obtained via Tannaka–Krein reconstruction, and the general theory ensures that DrinHpC,Bq is
a bialgebra (or a Hopf algebra, provided that C,B are), cf. [Maj00, Section 9.4].
To find the formulas for the antipode in the Hopf algebra case, the identities
R
p1q
2 R
p1q
1 bR
p2q
1 SpR
p2q
2 q  1b 1, R
p1q
1 SpR
p1q
2 q bR
p2q
2 R
p2q
1  1b 1,
are used. Note that if the duality is strong, then the functor Φ
copC
B from Lemma 3.4 gives an
equivalence BBYD 
C,BYD. 
Remark 3.7. If the pairing ev is convolution invertible, then DrinHpC,Bq is isomorphic to C b
H bB as a k-vector space even if C,B are no Hopf algebras. This follows using the approach of
[Maj90a,KS97].
Example 3.8. For H  k, the trivial Hopf algebra, and B a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, we
define
DrinkpBq : Drinkp
copB, copBq.
Here, B  HomkpB, kq is the dual of B, which becomes a bialgebra by defining
p∆fqphb gq  fphgq, pe  fqphq  ephp1qqfphp2qq, @h, g P B, e, f P B
.(3.16)
There is strong duality pairing
ev : copB b copB ÝÑ k, hb f ÞÝÑ fphq
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in the sense of Definition 3.1(iii).
Equivalently, this pairing gives a pairing
x , y : B bB ÝÑ k, hb f ÞÝÑ fphq,
which satisfies the conditions
xhg, fy  xh, fp1qyxg, fp2qy, xh, efy  xhp1q, eyxhp2q, fy.(3.17)
The Hopf algebra DrinkpBq defined this way recovers the usual Drinfeld double (or quantum
double) in the form containing B cop as found, for example, in [Maj00, Theorem 7.1.2].
For completeness, we give an explicit presentation for DrinkpBq. The algebra DrinkpBq is
defined on B bB subject to the relation
hp1qfp2q evphp2q, fp1qq  fp1qhp2q evphp1q, fp2qq, @h P B, f P B
.
The coproduct and counit are the respective structures on pBqcop bB.
Example 3.9. Now assume that C,B are primitively generated. That is, as algebras, the sets
P pCq and P pBq generate C, respectively B. Here, b P P pBq and c P P pCq if and only if
∆Bpbq  bb 1  1b b, ∆Cpcq  cb 1  1b c.
Denote the braided commutator by
rc, bsΨ  cbmΨpcb bq  cb pR
p2q  bqpRp1q  cq.
The algebra DrinHpC,Bq is then generated by b P P pBq, c P P pCq and h P H such that
rc, bsΨ1  evpc, bq R
p1qRp2q evpRp2q  c,Rp1q  bq.(3.18)
Or, equivalently,
rb, csΨ  R
p2q
p1qR
p1q evpRp2qRp2qp2q  c,R
p1q  bq  evpRp2q  c,Rp1q  bq,(3.19)
together with the relations from Equation (3.7) and those from the products of B,C, and H.
The equivalence of the two commutator relations Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19) is seen by precom-
posing with ΨC,B in Equation (3.18) to produce Equation (3.19), under use of the axioms for
the universal R-matrix, or more conveniently, using graphical calculus.
For primitive elements, the coproduct formulas from (3.9)–(3.10) become
∆Drinpbq  bb 1 R
p2q b pRp1q  bq,
∆Drinpcq  cb 1 R
p1q b pRp2q  cq,
with counit
εDrinpbq  εDrinpcq  0, εDrinphq  εphq.
The antipode is given by the same formulas as in Equation (3.53).
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3.3. Braided Crossed Products. Given an algebra object A in B-Mod  B-ModpBq. We
recall the construction of the algebra AoB from [Maj94a, Proposition 2.6]. The defining feature
of AoB is that AoB-Mod is equivalent to A-ModpB-Modq.
The algebra AoB is given on the tensor product AbB in B with product
(3.20) mAbB  pmA bmBqpIdAbaA b IdBbBqpIdAbB bΨB,A b IdBqpIdAb∆B b IdAbBq.
Using graphical calculus, the multiplication becomes
(3.21) mAbB 
A B A B
A B
.
Given weakly left dual bialgebras C for B, recall the monoidal functor Ψ
copC
B from Lemma 3.4.
Given a B-comodule algebra A, A becomes a copC-module algebra (in B) with action given by
c  a  ap0q evpc, ap1qq, for all a P A, c P C, where δpaq  ap1q b ap0q P B b A. Hence, we can
consider the crossed product A o copC. Now again assume B  H-Mod for a quasitriangular
Hopf algebra H over k. We give a presentation for the algebra A o copC. The product from
Equation (3.20) gives that A o copC  A b C with A, C as subalgebras and the additional
relations
ca  pRp1q  ap0qqpRp2q  cp1qq evpcp2q, a
p1qq, @a P A, c P C.(3.22)
We also need the iterated cross product algebra A o copC o H. This algebra is defined on
Ab C bH, with A, C, and H as subalgebras, and relations Equation (3.22) as well as
ha  php1q  aqhp2q, hc  php1q  cqhp2q, @h P H, a P A, c P C.(3.23)
Example 3.10 (Braided Heisenberg double). In Example 2.10 we saw that B itself is naturally a
left B-comodule algebra in B, denoted by Breg. Applying the construction above, we obtain the
braided cross product
HeisHpC,Bq  B
reg o copC oH
which is referred to as the braided Heisenberg double (cf. [Lau15, Section 2.3]). It is generated
as an algebra by the subalgebras C,B, and H subject to the relations Equation (3.7) and
cb  pRp1q  bp2qqpR
p2q  cp1qq evpcp2q, bp1qq, @c P C, b P B.(3.24)
If, for example, B, C are primitively generated, this relation becomes
rc, bsΨ1  evpc, bq.(3.25)
Example 3.11 (Twisted tensor product algebra). Recall from Example 2.11 that B is also a left
B-comodule algebra, denoted by Btriv, with respect to the trivial coaction. In this case, we
denote Btriv o copC by B bΨ1 C, which indices that this is a braided tensor product algebra,
with product given by
(3.26) mBbΨ1C  pmB bmCqpIdB bΨ
1
C,B b IdCq.
Hence, in B bΨ1 C oH, the multiplication is given by
(3.27) bhc  b1h1c1  bphp1qR
p1q  b1qhp2qh
1
p2qpS
1ph1p1qqR
p2q  cqc1.
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3.4. Comodule Algebras over Braided Drinfeld Doubles. We now generalize the results
of Theorem 2.3 and 2.4 to DrinHpC,Bq-comodule algebra structures on certain cross product
algebras, for B  H-Mod.
Corollary 3.12. Let C,B be weakly dual bialgebras in B. Let A be a left B-comodule algebra in
B  H-Mod. Then A o copC oH is a left DrinHpC,Bq-comodule algebra (with A o copC as a
comodule subalgebra). The coaction δDrin is given by
δDrinpaq  a
p1qRp2q b pRp1q  ap0qq,(3.28)
δDrinpcq  R
p1qcp2q b pR
p2q  cp1qq,(3.29)
δDrinphq  hp1q b hp2q,(3.30)
for a P A, c P C, h P H, and δpaq  ap1q b ap0q denoting the B-coaction on A.
Proof. First, the monoidal functor Φ
copC
B from Lemma 3.4 applied to the B-coaction gives a
functor
ΦA : A-ModpB-CoModq ÝÑ A-Modp
copC-Modq.
Recall that by Proposition 3.6, there is a monoidal functor Ψ: BBYD Ñ
C,BYD.
Let V P BBYD and W P A-ModpB-CoModq. By Theorem 2.3, V  W is an object in
A-ModpB-CoModq. As a left copC-module, ΦApV  W q is isomorphic to ΨpV q b ΦApW q.
If we define the A-action on ΨpV q b ΦApW q by the same formula as in Eq. (2.11), then
these objects become isomorphic in A-ModpcopC-Modq. More generally, for any object V
of C,BYD and A-ModpcopC-Modq, the tensor product copC-module V bW becomes an object
in A-ModpcopC-Modq again with the same A-action as in Eq. (2.11).
The result now follows under the equivalences A-ModpcopC-Modq  A o copC o H-Mod
and C,BYD  DrinHpC,Bq-Mod, using a reconstruction statement as for example found in
[Lau15, Proposition 3.8.4]. 
Example 3.13 (Braided Heisenberg double). The algebra HeisHpC,Bq from Example 3.10 is a
DrinHpC,Bq-comodule algebra with coaction given by
δpbq  bp1qR
p2q b pRp1q  bp2qq, δpcq  R
p1qcp2q b pR
p2q  cp1qq, δphq  hp1q b hp2q,(3.31)
This recovers the result from [Lau15, Corollary 3.5.8], generalizing [Lu94, Corollary 6.4].
Example 3.14. For the twisted tensor product algebra B bΨ1 C o H from Example 3.11, we
find that the coaction is determined by
δpbq  Rp2q b pRp1q  bq,(3.32)
as well as the same formulas for δpcq, δphq.
We can produce a version of Corollary 3.12 valid for right C-comodule coalgebras. For this, we
shall assume from now on that C,B are weakly dual Hopf algebras in B. We need the following
technical lemma:
Lemma 3.15. Let C,B are weakly dual Hopf algebras in B. There is a monoidal functor
Ψ: YDCC ÝÑ DrinHpC,Bq-Mod.
If the pairing ev of C and B is non-degenerate, then this functor is fully faithful.
If C,B are strongly dual, then Ψ is part of an equivalence of braided monoidal categories.
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Proof. Using Lemma 2.7, there is an equivalence of categories YDCCpBq 
copC
copCYDpBq. Combine
this with the functor ΦBcopC from Lemma 3.4, and we obtain from the data of a right YD-module
over C, a left B-action together with a left copC-action, such that tensor products can be formed.
It remains to verify that these induced actions satisfy the a compatibility condition equivalent to
Equation (3.14). Indeed, translating the compatibility condition of Equations (2.4), (2.5) under
ΦBcopC gives the equation
aCpIdC b evbaBqp∆C b pS b IdBq∆B b IdV q  pevb IdV qpIdC bΨV,Bq
pIdC baB b IdBqpIdCbB baC b IdBqpIdC bΨ
1
B,C bΨB,V qp∆C b pIdbSq∆B b IdV q.
(3.33)
Applying the antipode axioms for S twice, we see that this equations is equivalent to Equation
(3.14). Hence, there is a monoidal functor YDCC Ñ DrinHpC,Bq-Mod via a Tannaka–Krein
reconstruction argument as in Proposition 3.6. 
Given a right C-comodule algebra A, the above functors make A a right B-module algebra.
We provide a presentation for AoB using this induced B-action
(3.34) a1 : pIdAb evqpδA b IdBqΨB,ApS b IdAq 
S
.
The algebra AoB is defined on AoB, with subalgebras A, B and the relation
ba  pRp2q  aqp0qpRp1q  bqp2q evppR
p2q  aqp1q, SppRp1q  bqp1qqq
 pRp2qp1q  a
p0qqpRp1qp2q  bp2qq evpR
p2q
p2q  a
p1q, Rp1qp1q  Spbp1qqq.
(3.35)
Here, we denote δApaq  a
p0q b ap1q.
We can now provide a version of Theorem 2.3 working with right C-module coalgebras.
Corollary 3.16. Let C,B are weakly dual Hopf algebras in B, and let A be an algebra object in
CoMod-C. Given objects pV, aV , δV q in YD
C
C , and pW,aW , δW q in A-ModpCoMod-Cq, their
tensor product V bW becomes an object V W of A-ModpCoMod-Cq with A-action aVW
and C-coaction δVW given by
aVW : pIdW baW qpΨ
1
A,V b IdW qpIdAbaV Ψ
1
C,V b IdW qppIdAbS
1qδA b IdVbW q

S-1
,
(3.36)
δVW : pIdVbW bmBqpIdV bΨB,W b IdBqpδV b δW q  .(3.37)
Proof. This follows under use of Lemma 2.7 from Theorem 2.3. 
Corollary 3.17. Let C,B are weakly dual Hopf algebras in B, and let A be a right C-comodule
algebra in B  H-Mod. Then AoBoH is a left DrinHpC,Bq-comodule algebra (with AoB as
a comodule subalgebra), where the left B-module structure is obtained from the right C-comodule
structure via Equation (3.34). The coaction δDrin is given by
δDrinpaq  R
p1qap1q b pRp2q  ap0qq,(3.38)
δDrinpbq  bp1qR
p2q b pRp1q  bp2qq,(3.39)
δDrinphq  hp1q b hp2q,(3.40)
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for a P A, c P C, h P H, and δpaq  ap0q b ap1q denoting the C-coaction on A.
Proof. The proof follows the same strategy as the proof of Corollary 3.12. Note that the A-action
of Corollary 3.16 can be rewritten, using the passage from a right C-action to a left copC-action
from Lemma 2.7, as
aVW  pIdV baW qpΨ
1
V,A b IdW qpIdAbbV b IdW qpδA b IdVbW q.(3.41)
Thus, we find the formula for δDrinpaq above. Further combine Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 3.4 to
induce a left B-action b from the right C-coaction δ by the formula
b  pIdV b evqpδ b SqΨB,V ,
showing that δDrinpbq is just giving by the coproduct of B oH. The H-actions is simply given
by ∆H . 
Example 3.18. For a finite group G, let A be a left G-comodule algebra. Then AokrGs becomes
a left DrinpGq-coalgebra. Here, krGs  HomkpG, kq with coproduct
∆pδgq 
¸
a,b:abg
δa b δb,
for δgphq  δg,h. Further DrinpGq  krGs b kG with relations
gδh  δghg1g, @g, h P G,
and
∆Drinpgδhq 
¸
a,b:abg
gδa b gδb.
The DrinpGq-coaction on Ao krGs is given by
δDrinpaq  |a| b a, δDrinpδhq  ∆pδhq,
where a is homogeneous of G-degree |a|.
Dual to this, assume that B is a right G-module algebra. Then B becomes a right krGs-
comodule algebra via dualizing, i.e.
δpbq 
¸
gPG
pb gq b δg.
Now, B o kG is a left DrinpGq-comodule algebra, with coaction given by
δDrinpbq 
¸
gPG
δg b pb gq, δDrinpgq  g b g.
3.5. Weak Quasitriangular Structures. In order to work with quantum groups, we present
versions of the above results for B having a braiding via a weak quasitriangular pair of braided
Hopf algebras following [Maj99]. The basic idea is to generalize Definition 3.5 to a weaker context
than H being quasitriangular suitable for infinite-dimensional H.
Assume given a pair of weakly dual Hopf algebras A, H over k with pairing x , y : H bAÑ k
satisfying
x∆phq, ab by  xhp1q, byxhp2q, ay, xhb k,∆paqy  xh, ap2qyxk, ap1qy,(3.42)
x1, ay  εpaq, xh, 1y  εphq,(3.43)
xSh, ay  xh, Say.(3.44)
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Note that this is a different pairing than in [Maj99] (to make the connection, replace H by
copHop, i.e. using the opposite product and coproduct).
Definition 3.19. A weak quasitriangular pair of Hopf algebras is the data of Hopf algebras A,
H with a weak pairing x , y : H bAÑ k, and convolution-invertible morphisms of Hopf algebra
R,R : AÑ Hop (that is, these morphisms are anti-algebra maps, but coalgebra maps) satisfying
the following axioms:
xRpaq, by  xRpbq, ay,(3.45)
Rpap2qqhp1q evphp2q, ap1qq  hp2qRpap1qq evphp1q, ap2qq,(3.46)
Rpap2qqhp1q evphp2q, ap1qq  hp2qRpap1qq evphp1q, ap2qq.(3.47)
It was shown in [Maj99] that the braided Drinfeld double (i.e. the double bosonization) can
still be defined as a Hopf algebra given that H,A are a weak quasitriangular pair of Hopf algebras.
This versions is important to include Lusztig’s version of the quantum groups Uqpgq as example.
Definition 3.20. Assume given a weakly quasitriangular pair A,H, and weakly dual bialgebras
B,C in A-CoMod. We define DrinHpC,Bq to be the Hopf algebra generated by C,H,B as
subalgebras such that
pRpcp1q
p1qq  bp2qqcp1q
p0q evpcp2q, bp1qq  R
pcp1q
p1qqcp2qbp1qR

pbp2q
p1qq evpcp1q
p0q, bp2q
p0qq,
ô bp2q
p0qpRpbp2q
p1qq  cp1qq evpcp2q, bp1qq  R
pcp1q
p1qqcp2qbp1qR

pbp2q
p1qq evpcp1q
p0q, bp2q
p0qq,
(3.48)
for any b P B, c P C. Further,
hb  php2q  bqhp1q, hc  php2q  cqhp1q, @h P H.(3.49)
The coproduct is given on generators by
∆phq  hp2q b hp1q,(3.50)
∆pbq  bp1qR

pbp2q
p1qq b bp2q
p0q,(3.51)
∆pcq  Rpcp1q
p1qqcp2q b cp1q
p0q.(3.52)
The counit is defined on generators using the underlying counits in C,H, and B, and extended
multiplicatively (as before).
If B, C are dually paired Hopf algebras, then DrinHpC,Bq is C bH bB as a k-vector space,
and the antipode SDrin is given by
SDrinphq  S
1phq, SDrinpbq  SR

pbp1qqSpbp0qq, SDrinpcq  SR
pcp1qqS1pcp0qq.(3.53)
Proof (sketch). We skip the proof that the above version of the braided Drinfeld double is again
a Hopf algebra and refer the reader to [Maj99] where a slightly different version of this Hopf
algebra is presented. Note that the relations can be translated from Definition 3.5 via
Rpaq  xRp2q, ayRp1q, Rpaq  xRp2q, ayRp1q,(3.54)
Rpaq  xRp1q, ayRp2q, R

paq  xRp1q, ayRp2q.(3.55)
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Hence, when acting by a tensor leg of a universal R-matrix in the relations of the braided Drinfeld
double, we replace
Rp1q b pRp2q  vq  Rpvp1qq b vp0q, Rp1q b pRp2q  vq  Rpvp1qq b vp0q,(3.56)
Rp2q b pRp1q  vq  Rpvp1qq b vp0q, Rp2q b pRp1q  vq  R

pvp1qq b vp0q,(3.57)
to obtain the formulas. 
Remark 3.21. Let us motivate the notion of a weak quasitriangular pair further. The idea is
that given a weak quasitriangular pair A,H, the Hopf algebra A obtains a dual quasitriangular
structure R : AbAÑ k. Indeed, for all a, b P A,
Rpab bq  xRpaq, by, Rpab bq  xRpbq, ay.(3.58)
Lemma 3.4 produces a monoidal functor A-CoMod Ñ copH-Mod. Using the weak quasitrian-
gular structure, we can define braidings not just on A-comodules, but one of the objects can be
an H-module. Indeed, let V be a left A-comodule with coaction δV , and W a left H
cop-module
with action aW , then the morphisms ΨW,V : W b V Ñ V bW given by
(3.59) ΨW,V  pIdV baW τW,AqpτW,V bRqpIdW bτA,V δV q
and
(3.60) Ψ1V,W  pIdV baW τW,AqpτW,V bRqpIdW bτA,V δV q
are morphisms of left A-modules (where V is an A-module via the induced action from Lemma
3.4). Here, τV,W denotes the swap-map v b w ÞÑ w b v making Vectk symmetric monoidal.
Further, the maps τW,V (and τ
1
W,V ) are mutually inverse braidings provided that the A-action
on W is induced from a coaction as in Lemma 3.4.
Analogues of Corollary 3.12 and 3.17 hold in this setup. We first give presentations for the
braided cross products that appear in the statements.
Lemma 3.22. Assume given a weak quasitriangular pair of Hopf algebras A, H as above, and
B,C weakly dual bialgebras in A-CoMod. Further let D be a B-comodule algebra in B 
H-Mod. Then the relation Equation (3.22) for D o copC becomes
cd  dp0qp0qpRpdp0qp1qq  cp1qq evpcp2q, d
p1qq
 pRpcp1q
p1qq  dp0qqcp1q
p0q evpcp2q, d
p1qq,
(3.61)
for all d P D, c P C. Here, δBpdq  d
p1q b dp0q denotes the left B-coaction on D, while
δApdq  d
p1q b dp0q denotes the left A-coaction on D.
Further, for B,C weakly dual Hopf algebras and D 1 a right C-comodule algebra in B, the
defining relation Equation (3.35) for D 1 oB becomes
ba  dp0qp0qpRpdp1qq  bqp2q evpd
p0qp1q, SpRpdp1qq  bqp1qqq, @d P D
1, b P B.(3.62)
Here, δCpdq  d
p0qbdp1q P D 1bC denotes the right C-coaction on D 1, and δApdq  d
p1qbdp0q
denotes the left A-coaction on D 1.
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Corollary 3.23. Let D be a B-comodule algebra in B  H-Mod. Then D o copC o H is a
DrinHpC,Bq-comodule algebra (with D o copC as a comodule subalgebra). The coaction δDrin is
given by
δDrinpdq  d
p1qR

pdp0qp1qq b dp0qp0q,(3.63)
δDrinpcq  R
pcp1q
p1qqcp2q b cp1q
p0q,(3.64)
δDrinphq  hp2q b hp1q,(3.65)
for d P D, c P C, h P H, δBpdq  d
p1q b dp0q denoting the left B-coaction on D, and δApdq 
dp1q b dp0q denoting the left A-coaction on D.
Corollary 3.24. Assume given a weak quasitriangular pair A,H and weakly dual bialgebras B,C
in A-CoMod. Let D 1 be a right C-comodule algebra in B  H-Mod. Then D 1 o B oH is a
DrinHpC,Bq-comodule algebra (with D
1oB as a comodule subalgebra), where the left B-module
structure is obtained from the right C-comodule structure via Equation (3.34). The coaction δDrin
is given by
δDrinpdq  R
pdp0qp1qqdp1q b dp0qp0q,(3.66)
δDrinpcq  bp1qR

pbp2q
p1qq b bp2q
p0q,(3.67)
δDrinphq  hp2q b hp1q,(3.68)
for d P D 1, c P C, h P H, where δCpdq  d
p0q b dp1q denotes the right C-coaction on D 1, and
δApdq  d
p1q b dp0q the left A-coaction on D 1.
3.6. Quantum Group Examples. We now explore the application of the results from Corol-
lary 2 to Lustig’s version of the quantum groups Uqpgq. Denote F : kpqq for a generic variable q
over k. Further fix a Cartan datum, i.e. an index set I together with a symmetric bilinear form
 on the free abelian group ZxIy, such that i  i is even, and
aij : 2
i  j
i  i
P Z¤0, @i  j.
Following [Maj00, Section 4], a weak quasitriangular structure can be defined as follows. We let
A  FZxIy be the group algebra associated to ZxIy with generators denoted by gi for i P I. The
dually paired Hopf algebra H is also a copy of the same group algebra, with F-basis denoted by
Kµ for µ P ZxIy. A Hopf algebra pairing of H and A is obtained via
xKi, gjy  q
aij .(3.69)
A weak quasitriangular structure is now given by the maps R,R from A to H given by
Rpgiq  K
ii{2
i , Rpgiq  K
ii{2
i .
Note that the category of leftA-comodules is braided via the dual R-matrixRpgi, gjq  q
ij . We
now define E : Fxei | i P Iy to be the left A-comodule where δpeiq  gibei, and F : Fxfi | i P Iy
the left A-comodule left dual to E, i.e. δpfiq  g
1
i b fi, and duality pairing given by
xfi, eiy 
δi,j
qi  q
1
i
,
where qi : q
ii{2.
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Using the weak quasitriangular structure, we can induce left A-module structures on E,F via
the dual R-matrix Rpgi, gjq  q
ij . This way, E and F become dually paired Yetter–Drinfeld
modules over A. Hence, using the general theory of Nichols algebras (see e.g. [AS02, Section 2]),
we obtain dually paired braided Hopf algebras Uqpn
 q : BpEq and Uqpnq : BpF q which are
primitively generated. That is
∆peiq  ei b 1  1b ei, ∆pfiq  fi b 1  1b fi.(3.70)
The pairing x , y of F and E extends uniquely to a perfect pairing ev : Uqpn
q b Uqpn
 q Ñ F.
This result is due to Lustig, see [Lus10, Proposition 1.2.3].
Theorem 3.25 (Majid). There exists an isomorphism of Hopf algebras between the braided
Drinfeld double DrinHpUqpn
q, Uqpn
 qq and Uqpgq, where g denotes the semi-simple Lie algebra
obtained from the given Cartan datum.
Proof. We reprove the result here as our presentation differs slightly from [Maj00]. The relations
in Definition 3.20 show that DrinHpUqpn
q, Uqpn
 qq is generated by ei, fi and K
1
i subject to
the relations
fjei  q
ijeifj 
δi,j
qi  q
1
i
p1Kiii q, Kiej  q
ijejKi, Kifj  q
ijfjKi.
The coproduct is given by
∆pKiq  Ki bKi, ∆peiq  ei b 1 K
ii{2
i b ei, ∆pfiq  fi b 1 K
ii{2
i b fi.
We can define an isomorphism of bialgebras
ϕ : DrinHpUqpn
q, Uqpn
 qq ÝÑ Uqpgq,
where the latter is Lustig’s version of the quantum group from [Lus10, Chapter 3], (identifying
the parameter ν with q) by
ϕpKiq  Ki, ϕpeiq  Ei, ϕpK
jj{2
j fjq  Fj .
To verify this, note in particular that
eipK
jj{2
j fjq  q
ijK
jj{2
j eifj  pK
jj{2
j fjqei  
δi,j
qi  q
1
i
pK
ii{2
i K
ii{2
i q.
Further, ∆pK
jj{2
j fjq  K
jj{2
j fj bK
jj{2
j   1 bK
jj{2
j fj , which is the same as the coprod-
uct formula for Fj in Uqpgq, cf. [Lus10, Proposition 3.1.4]. It is clear that ϕ is invertible by
construction. Since the antipode is uniquely determined, we obtain an isomorphism of Hopf
algebras. 
In the following, we shall denote DrinHpUqpn
q, Uqpn
 qq by Uqpgq and use the presentation
with q-commutators whenever using lower case letter ei, fj to denote the primitive generators.
Example 3.26. Consider the q-Weyl algebra, which is the braided Heisenberg double Dqpgq :
HeisHpUqpn
q, Uqpn
 qq. It is the algebra generated by ei, fi,Ki for i P I subject to the relations
fiej  q
ijejfi 
δi,j
qi  q
1
i
, Kiej  q
ijejKi, Kifj  q
ijfjKi.
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Similarly to DrinHpUqpn
q, Uqpn
 qq, it also has a triangular decomposition as the F-vector space
Uqpn
q bH b Uqpn
 q. This algebra contains as a subalgebra the quantum Weyl algebra AC of
[Jos95, Section 3.1].
Corollary 3.27. The quantum Weyl algebra Dqpgq is a left comodule algebra over the quantum
group Uqpgq.
Proof. This result was proved in [Lau15, Section 3] using a slightly different presentation. Corol-
lary 3.23 implies a coaction given the coproduct of Uqpgq (under the isomorphism of Theorem
3.25, making the latter a Uqpgq-comodule algebra. 
Example 3.28. Using the trivial Uqpn
 q-coaction on itself, we obtain the algebra Uqpn
 qbqUqpn
q
with defining relation
fiej  q
ijejfi.
Now Uqpn
 q bq Uqpn
q is a Uqpgq-comodule algebra with coaction given by
δpeiq  K
ii
i b ei, δpfiq  fi b 1 K
ii{2
i b fi.
4. A Morphism of 2-Cocycle Spaces
In this section, we provide an explicit map inducing bialgebra 2-cocycles on the braided Drin-
feld double DrinHpC,Bq from 2-cocycles over B and C within the category B  H-Mod.
4.1. Preliminaries on 2-Cocycle Twists and Cleft Objects. Most of the material of this
subsection can be found in [Mas08] and reference therein. We let B be a bialgebra over k.
Definition 4.1. A right 2-cocycle of B is a convolution-invertible k-linear map σ : B bB Ñ k,
such that for h, k, l P B:
σphb kp1qlp1qqσpkp2q b lp2qq  σphp1qkp1q b lqσphp2q b kp2qq,(4.1)
σphb 1q  σp1b hq  εphq.(4.2)
See also [Maj94b, Section 6] for a general theory of cohomology of a bialgebra where the space
C2pB, kq of 2-cocycles appears naturally.
Given a convolution invertible map β : B Ñ k and σ P C2pB, kq, a new right 2-cocycle can be
given by
(4.3) σβphb kq  βphp1qkp1qqσphp2q, kp2qqβphp3qqβpkp3qq.
We say that σ and τ in C2pB, kq are cohomologous if there exists such β satisfying τ  σβ, and
write σ  τ (cf. [KS97, Section 1.2.3] where left 2-cocycles are used). This defines an equivalence
relation on C2pB, kq. The quotient is denoted by H2pB, kq and referred to as the second bialgebra
cohomology space. Right 2-cocycles can be used to twist a bialgebra:
Proposition 4.2. Let σ be a right 2-cocycle of B. Then B obtains a new algebra structure Bσ
with product given for g, h P B:
g σ h : gp1q  hp1qσpgp2q, hp2qq.(4.4)
Moreover, the coproduct can be viewed as a morphism of algebras
∆: Bσ ÝÑ B bBσ,
making Bσ a B-comodule algebra.
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If σ  τ , then Bσ and Bτ are isomorphic as B-comodule algebras via the map
Id β : Bσ ÝÑ Bτ , h ÞÝÑ hp1qβphp2qq.
The notion of a 2-cocycle twist of a bialgebra B can also be reformulated in terms of cleft objects.
Definition 4.3. Let B be a bialgebra over k. A left B-cleft object is a left B-comodule algebra
C together with a unit-preserving1 isomorphism of left B-comodules φ : B Ñ C which is also
invertible with respect to the convolution product. That is, there exists ψ : B Ñ C such that
mCpψ b φq∆B  mCpφb ψq∆B  1CεB.(4.5)
It is shown in [DT86] that given a left B-cleft object pC, φq, a right 2-cocycle σ can be obtained
via
σpg b hq : φpgp1qqφphp1qqψpgp2qhp2qq P k.(4.6)
In particular, σ takes values in the B-coinvariants of C, which are given by the one-dimensional
space k as C  Breg as a B-comodules. Then Bσ  C via φ. In fact, every 2-cocycle arises in
this way [Mas94, Proposition 1.4]. See also [Sch96] for details on cleft and Galois objects and
their relation to 2-cocycles.
Example 4.4. Let H be a dual quasitriangular Hopf algebra with dual R-matrix R. Then R is
a left 2-cocycle and the convolution inverse R is a right 2-cocycle. This can be proved in two
steps [Lu94]. First, R satisfies the dual quantum Yang-Baxter equation
(4.7) Rpgp1q, hp1qqRpgp2q, kp1qqRphp2q, kp2qq  Rphp1q, kp1qqRpgp1q, kp2qqRpgp2q, hp2qq,
using Equations (1.17)–(1.19). From which we conclude, using the same equations, that
(4.8) Rpgp1q, hp1qqRpgp2qhp2q, kq  Rphp1q, kp1qqRpg, hp2qkp2qq,
the left 2-cocycle condition. Similarly, R (and hence also Rop) are right 2-cocycles.
4.2. Induced 2-Cocycles over the Drinfeld Double. From Theorem 2.3, we first derive two
morphisms of right 2-cocycles for weakly dual bialgebras to right 2-cocycles over their Drinfeld
double. We then define, in the Hopf algebra case, more general 2-cocycles over DrinkpC,Bq from
a pair of 2-cocycles, one over B and one over C.
Corollary 4.5. Let C,B be weakly dual bialgebras (respectively, Hopf algebras) over k. Then
there exist two maps
IndB : H
2pB, kq ÝÑ H2pDrinkpC,Bq, kq, σ ÞÝÑ IndB σ,
IndC : H
2pcopC,kq ÝÑ H2pDrinkpC,Bq, kq, τ ÞÝÑ IndC τ,
where the 2-cocycle IndB σ is defined by requiring that
IndB σpb, b
1q  σpb, b1q, Ind∆ σpc, c
1q  εpcqεpc1q,(4.9)
for any elements b, b1 P B, c, c1 P C. The 2-cocycle IndB τ is defined by requiring that
IndC τpb, b
1q  εpbqεpb1q, IndC τpc, c
1q  τpc, c1q.(4.10)
1In [Mas08] this is not a requirement, but φ can be chosen to preserve the unit.
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If C,B are Hopf algebras, then DrinkpC,Bq is defined on the k-vector space B bC, on which
the 2-cocycle is given by
IndB σpbc, b
1c1q  σpb, b1p2qq evpc, b
1
p1qqεpc
1q.(4.11)
Similarly,
IndC τpcb, c
1b1q  τpc, c1p1qq evpc
1
p2q, Spbqqεpb
1q.(4.12)
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.3, via Corollary 3.12, using [Lau15, Proposition 3.8.4]. We
will provide detailed proofs of more general statements in Theorem 4.7, and Section 4.4. 
Note that, in the Hopf algebra case, Equation (4.12) is equivalent to
IndC τpbc, b
1c1q  εpbqτpcp1q, c
1q evpcp2q, b
1q.(4.13)
We include a presentation of these induced 2-cocycles using graphical calculus. The cocycles of
Equation (4.11) and Equation (4.13) are given by
IndB σ 
B C B
σ
C
, IndC τ 
B C B
τ
C
.
Another way to present these results of this section is the following statement:
Corollary 4.6.
(i) Let A be a left B-cleft object. Then Ao copC is a left DrinkpC,Bq-cleft object.
(ii) Let A1 be a right C-cleft object. Then A1 oB is a left DrinkpC,Bq-cleft object.
2-Cocycles of the Drinfeld double have been studied in the literature. A special case of the
general construction in [Sch02] describes the kernel of the map
H2pQ ' Kq ÝÑ H2pQq H2pKq
where K, Q are Hopf algebras, K finite-dimensional [Sch02, Theorem 6.5.6]. Here, Q ' K
is a bicross product, which as a special case recovers the Drinfeld double [Maj90b]. Moreover,
[Sch99, Theorem 2.1] classifies all Galois objects over a twisted bicross product H 'τ L in terms
of Galois objects of H and L together with a Hopf pairing of H and L (called a skew-pairing
therein). Over a field k, this result gives a characterization of a cleft objects over bicross products
(including the Drinfeld double).
Later work in [BC06, Corollary 4.11] provides a description of the group of all lazy 2-cocycles
on DrinkpA
, Aq in terms of data for A and A using the approach that the Drinfeld double is a
twist of the tensor product Hopf algebra. We further note that [CP07, Eq. (3.1)] gives a different
way to induce lazy 2-cocycles on the Drinfeld double.
Motivated by the above form of induced 2-cocycles, a more general statement arises:
Theorem 4.7. For C,B weakly dual Hopf algebras over k, let σ P C2pB, kq and τ P C2pcopC,kq
(or, equivalently, τ is a left 2-cocycle over C). Then σ  τ P C2pDrinkpC,Bq, kq, where
pσ  τqpbc, b1c1q  σpb, b1p2qqτpcp1q, c
1q evpcp2q, b
1
p1qq.(4.14)
Right twist by σ  τ gives an algebra defined on the k-vector space B b C with the product
mστ pbc, b
1c1q  mσpb, b
1
p2qq bmτ pcp1q, c
1q evpcp2q, b
1
p1qq.(4.15)
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Proof. Condition (4.2) easily follows from the corresponding condition for σ and τ . We verify
the 2-cocycle condition (4.1) explicitly.
pσ  τqpbc, pb1c1qp1qpb
2c2qp1qqpσ  τqppb
1c1qp2q, pb
2c2qp2qq
 σpb, b1p2qb
2
p3qqτpcp1q, c
1
p4qc
2
p2qqσpb
1
p3q, b
2
p6qqτpc
1
p1q, c
2
p1qq
evpcp2q, b
1
p1qb
2
p2qq evpc
1
p3q, Spb
2
p4qqq evpc
1
p5q, b
2
p1qq evpc
1
p2q, b
2
p5qq
 σpb, b1p2qb
2
p3qqτpcp1q, c
1
p2qc
2
p2qqσpb
1
p3q, b
2
p4qqτpc
1
p1q, c
2
p1qq evpcp2q, b
1
p1qb
2
p2qq evpc
1
p3q, b
2
p1qq
 σpbp1qb
1
p2q, b
2
p3qqτpcp1q, c
1
p2qc
2
p2qqσpbp2q, b
1
p3qqτpc
1
p1q, c
2
p1qq evpcp2q, b
1
p1qb
2
p2qq evpc
1
p3q, b
2
p1qq
 σpbp1qb
1
p2q, b
2
p3qqτpcp1q, c
1
p1qqσpbp2q, b
1
p3qqτpcp2qc
1
p2q, c
2q evpcp3q, b
1
p1qb
2
p2qq evpc
1
p3q, b
2
p1qq
 σpbp1qb
1
p2q, b
2
p3qqτpcp1q, c
1
p1qqσpbp2q, b
1
p3qqτpcp2qc
1
p2q, c
2q evpcp4q, b
1
p1qq evpcp3q, b
2
p2qq evpc
1
p3q, b
2
p1qq
 σpbp1qb
1
p2q, b
2
p2qqτpcp1q, c
1
p1qqσpbp2q, b
1
p3qqτpcp2qc
1
p2q, c
2q evpcp4q, b
1
p1qq evpc
1
p3qcp3q, b
2
p1qq
 σpbp1qb
1
p2q, b
2
p2qqτpcp1q, c
1
p1qqσpbp2q, b
1
p3qqτppcp2qc
1
p2qqp1q, c
2q evpcp3q, b
1
p1qq evppcp2qc
1
p2qqp2q, b
2
p1qq
 σpbp1qb
1
p2q, b
2
p2qqτpcp1q, c
1
p1qqσpbp2q, b
1
p5qqτppcp4qc
1
p2qqp1q, c
2q
evpcp3q, b
1
p1qq evppcp4qc
1
p2qqp2q, b
2
p1qq evpc
1
p3q, b
2
p3qq evpc
1
p2q, Spb
2
p4qqq
 pσ  τqppbcqp1qpb
1c1qp1q, b
2c2qpσ  τqppbcqp2q, pb
1c1qp2qq.
Here, we first use the definition of σ  τ and the bialgebra condition applied to b1p1q b b
2
p2q,
followed by application of the identity evpc1p3q, b
2
p4qq evpc
1
p2q, Spb
2
p5qqq  εpc
1
p2qq b εpb
1
p4qq together
with the counit axioms. In the third equality, it is used that σ is a 2-cocycle over B, fol-
lowed by τ being a 2-cocycle over copC in the fourth equality. Next, we use evpcp3q, b
1
p1qb
2
p2qq 
evpcp4q, b
1
p1qq evpcp3q, b
2
p2qq, followed by application of evpc
1
p4q, b
2
p1qq evpcp3q, b
2
p2qq  evpc
1
p3qcp4q, b
2
p1qq in
the fifth equality, and the bialgebra condition applied to cp2qb c
1
p2q in the sixth equality. Finally,
the equality evpc1p3q, b
2
p3qq evpc
1
p2q, Spb
2
p4qqq  εpc
1
p2qq b εpb
1
p3qq together with the counit axioms is
used again in the penultimate equality, followed by the definitions.
Finally, the simplified formula for the product in Equation (4.15) follows under use of the
antipode axiom. 
The cocycle σ  τ can be depicted using graphical calculus as
σ  τ 
B C B C
σ τ
.(4.16)
Note that the more general statement of Theorem 4.7 recovers IndB σ as σ  trivC , where
trivC  εC b εC , and IndC τ as trivB τ . We remark that the 2-cycles of the form σ  τ do in
general not give all 2-cocycles over DrinkpC,Bq. For example, the trivial 2-cocycle is not of this
form.
Example 4.8. Let G be a finite group. We can identify H2pkG,kq we the 2nd cohomology group
H2pG, kq of G (cf. [Maj94b, Section 6]). Moreover, H2pkrGs,kq can be identified with the
second homology H2pkrGs,kq of kG, the set of left k-cycles up to boundaries. That is, elements
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c  cp1q b cp2q P kGb kG satisfying
(4.17) c
p1q
1 c
p1q
2 p1q b c
p2q
1 c
p1q
2 p2q b c
p2q
2  c
p1q
1 b c
p1q
2 c
p2q
1 p1q b c
p2q
2 c
p2q
1 p2q.
Explicitly, c 
°
g,hPG cg,hg b h and then Equation (4.17) becomes
cg,hck,l  cgk1,hk1ckh,lh, @g, h, k, l P G.(4.18)
Theorem 4.7 now gives a morphism
H2pkG,kq H2pkG, kq ÝÑ H2pDrinkpGq, kq,
which maps pσ, cq to the right 2-cocycle σ  c given by
pσ  cqpgδh b kδlq  σpg, kqcl,k1h.(4.19)
Example 4.9. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over k. It was shown in [Lu94] that
HeiskpB
, Bq is a 2-cocycle twist of DrinkpB
, Bq. The 2-cocycle used is triv  triv, which coin-
cides with the dual of the opposite universal R-matrix Rop.
4.3. 2-Cocycles in a Braided Monoidal Category. We now need some facts about a gen-
eralization of 2-cocycles to working in a braided monoidal category B.
Definition 4.10. Let B be a bialgebra in B. A right 2-cocycle over B in B is a convolution-
invertible map σ : B bB Ñ I in B, such that
σpIdB bmb σqpIdB b∆BbBq  σpmb σ b IdBqp∆BbB b IdBq,(4.20)
as well as
σp1b IdBq  ε, σpIdB b1q  ε.(4.21)
The set of all 2-cocycles over B in B is denoted by C2BpB, Iq. If B  H-Mod for a quasitriangular
Hopf algebra, we also use the notation C2HpB, kq.
The 2-cocycle condition Equations (4.20) and (4.21) can be visualized as
σ
σ σ
σ

, and
σ
 , 
σ
.
Remark 4.11. The definition of bialgebra 2-cocycles in a braided monoidal category appears in
[BD99, Definition 1.5]. The theory of 2-cocyles over cocommutative Hopf algebras in a braided
monoidal category was studied in [Fem18].
The above definition of 2-cocycles over B in B is a special case of 2-cocycles on a monoidal
category (cf. [PSVO10, Section 2] or [BB13, Section 4.2]) for a monoidal category of the form
CoMod-BpBq. A right 2-cocycle over B gives rise to a natural transformation µσ : b Ñ b,
where
µσV,W : pIdVbWbσqpIdV bΨB,W b IdBqpδV b δW q,
satisfying
µX,YbZpIdX bµY,Zq  µXbY,ZpµX,Y b IdZq, µX,I  µI,X  IdX .(4.22)
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Lemma 4.12. Let σ : B b B Ñ I be a convolution-invertible morphism in B. Then the right
twisted product
(4.23) mσ : pmb σq∆BbB
makes B an algebra object in B if an only if σ P C2BpB, Iq.
We denote the resulting algebra by Bσ. It is an algebra in B-CoMod, with coproduct given
by ∆ viewed as a map Bσ Ñ B bBσ.
Proof. It follows evidently (under use of coassociativity, the bialgebra condition of B, and natu-
rality of the braiding) that given Equation (4.20), mσ defines an associative product. Conversely,
considering the equation
εmσpmσ b IdBq  εmσpIdB bmσq
recovers condition (4.20). Equation (4.21) is equivalent to unitarity of the product. Similarly, it
follows that ∆: Bσ Ñ B bBσ gives a coaction. 
The following construction adapts the idea of coboundaries (see e.g. [KS97, Section 10.2.3],
or dually, [Maj94b, Proposition 6.2]) to this setup.
Lemma 4.13. Given a convolution-invertible morphism β : B Ñ I such that β1  IdI . Then
Bβ  βmpIdB bβ b IdB bβqp∆b∆q 
β
ββ
gives a 2-cocycle over B. More generally, given σ P C2BpB, Iq, we can define a new 2-cocycle σ
β
by
(4.24) σβ  βpmb σqpIdB bΨB,B b IdBqp∆b β b∆b βqp∆b∆q 
β β
σβ
.
Proof. To verify Equation (4.20) for Bβ is an exercise in graphical calculus. Note that both sides
of the equation simplify to
βmpIdbmqpIdB bβ b IdB bβ b IdB bβqp∆b∆b∆q.
Similar methods are also key in checking that, more generally, σβ is a 2-cocycle. We include
this computation, which can be performed using graphical calculus:
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σβpmb σβ b IdBqp∆BbB b IdBq  pβ
mb σqpIdB bΨB,B b IdBqpmbmb σ b∆q
p∆BbB b pIdbβq∆b pIdbβq∆b pIdbβq∆qp∆BbB b IdBq
 σpβ bmb σ b IdBqpmb∆BbB b IdBq
pmb IdbpIdbβq∆b pIdbβq∆b pIdbβq∆q∆BbBbB
 σpβ b IdB bmb σqpmb IdB b∆BbBq
pIdB bmb pIdbβq∆b pIdbβq∆b pIdbβq∆q∆BbBbB
 pβmb σqpIdB bmb IdB bmb σq
p∆BbBbB b pIdbβq∆b pIdbβq∆qppIdbβq∆b∆BbBq
 σβpIdB bmb σ
βqpIdB b∆BbBq,
where in the first equality the definition of σβ, the bialgebra condition and (co)commutativity,
as well as pβmq  pβmq  εBb4 are used. The second equality uses (co)commutativity again,
followed by application of the 2-cocycle condition (4.20) of σ in the third equality. The fourth
identity follows using (co)associativity, while the last one uses again that pβmq pβmq  εBb4 ,
together with the counit axioms, the bialgebra condition, and the definition of σβ. 
Definition 4.14. We define 2-cocycles σ and τ in C2BpB, Iq to be cohomologous, and write σ  τ ,
if there exists a convolution-invertible map β as in Lemma 4.13 such that τ  σβ. This gives an
equivalence relation  on C2BpB, Iq. We denote the quotient modulo  by H
2
BpB, Iq and refer to
it as the 2nd bialgebra cohomology space of B.
The space H2BpB
, Iq is called non-abelian cohomology of B in [Maj94b, Section 6]. In the
case where B is cocommutative, the sets C2BpB, Iq and H
2
BpB, Iq have a group structure and
generalize Sweedler’s bialgebra cohomology with trivial coefficient algebra [Swe68].
Lemma 4.15. Let σ and τ be cohomologous 2-cocycles over B. Then
IdB β : Bτ ÝÑ Bσ
is an isomorphism of B-comodule algebras.
Proof. Note that τ  σβ is equivalent to the equation
(4.25) σppIdbβq∆b pIdbβq∆q  pβmb τq∆BbB.
For variation of methods, we include the proof that IdB β is a morphism of algebras using
graphical calculus:
(4.26) τ
τ

β
τ

β β

σ
ββ
β β
σ
 .
Since β is convolution invertible, Id β is invertible, with inverse Id β. If is further clear by
coassociativity that Id β is a morphism of B-comodules for the regular B-coaction in source and
target. 
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The following proposition explains the connection of 2-cocycles over a braided Hopf algebra
B with 2-cocycles over its bosonization (or Radford biproduct, [Rad85]) B oH . This recovers
part of [CP07, Theorem 4.4(i)], where B is a Hopf algebra object in HHYD.
Proposition 4.16. Let B be a bialgebra in H-Mod for H a quasitriangular bialgebra over k.
Then there exists an injective morphism
σ oH : C2HpB, kq ÝÑ C2pB oH,kq,
mapping σ P C2HpB, kq to the right 2-cocycle given by
σ oHpbhb cgq  σpb, h cqεpgq.(4.27)
This map descents to one of bialgebra cohomology spaces
σ oH : H2HpB, kq ÝÑ H2pB oH,kq.
Proof. We shall use the notation ∆pbq  br1s b br2s to denote the coproduct of B oH. Hence
br1s b br2s  bp1qR
p1q b pRp1q  bp2qq, @b P B.
We observe that for b, c P B we have
br1scr1sσpbr2s, cr2sq  bp1qR
p2q
1 cp1qR
p2q
2 σpR
p1q
1  bp2q, R
p1q
2  cp2qq
 bp1qpR
p2q
1 p1q  cp1qqR
p2q
1 p2qR
p2q
2 σpR
p1q
1  bp2q, R
p1q
2  cp2qq
 bp1qpR
p2q
1  cp1qqR
p2q
3 R
p2q
2 σpR
p1q
1 R
p1q
3  bp2q, R
p1q
2  cp2qq
 bp1qpR
p2q
1  cp1qqR
p2q
2 σpR
p1q
1 R
p1q
2 p1q  bp2q, R
p1q
2 p2q  cp2qq
 bp1qpR
p2q
1  cp1qqσpR
p1q
1  bp2q, cp2qq  mσpbb cq.
where the semidirect product relations are applied, followed by the R-matrix relation Equation
(1.14) splitting R1 up into R1 and R3, and next Equation (1.13) summarizing R3 and R2 into
just R2; and in the penultimate equality we use that σ is a morphism of H-modules and that
εpR
p1q
2 qR
p2q
2  1. The last equality is the definition of the right twisted product from Lemma
4.12.
This calculation shows that the product of Bσ o H is in fact the product given by twisting
BoH by the map σoH which takes values σoHpbb cq  σpbb cq for b, c P B. We can extend
to 2-cocycles defined on all of B oH via
σ oHpbhb cgq  σpb, h cq b εpgq.
Then the product of Bσ o H is obtained by right twist by σ o H. However, Bσ o H is an
associative product, so we conclude by Lemma 4.12 that σ oH is an element of C2pB oH,kq.
It is clear from construction that the mapping σ ÞÑ σ oH is injective. Further, it follows from
a similar computation as above that, mapping β to β b εH , the construction commutes with
coboundary twist, and we thus obtain a map on the quotients H2HpB, kq Ñ H2pB oH,kq. 
4.4. Induced 2-Cocycles over the Braided Drinfeld Double. With the preliminary con-
siderations from the previous sections, we can now generalize the results from the Section 4.2 to
braided Drinfeld doubles.
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Corollary 4.17. Let C,B be weakly dual bialgebras (or Hopf algebras) in B  H-Mod. Then
there exists two maps
IndB : H
2
HpB, kq ÝÑ H2pDrinHpC,Bq, kq, σ ÞÝÑ IndB σ,
IndC : H
2
Hp
copC,kq ÝÑ H2pDrinHpC,Bq,kq, τ ÞÝÑ IndC τ,
where the 2-cocycle IndB σ is defined by requiring that
IndB σpb, b
1q  σpb, b1q, Ind∆ σpc, c
1q  εpcqεpc1q, Ind∆ σph, h
1q  εphqεph1q,(4.28)
for any elements b, b1 P B, c, c1 P C, h, h1 P H. The 2-cocycle IndB τ is defined by requiring that
IndC τpb, b
1q  εpbqεpb1q, IndC τpc, c
1q  τpc, c1q, Ind∆ σph, h
1q  εphqεph1q.(4.29)
If C,B are Hopf algebras, then DrinHpC,Bq is defined on B bH bC, on which the 2-cocycle
is given by
IndB σpbhc, b
1h1c1q  σpb, h b1p2qq evpc, b
1
p1qqεph
1qεpc1q.(4.30)
Similarly,
IndC τpchb, c
1h1b1q  τpc, hRp2qp1q  c
1
p1qq evpR
p2q
p2q  c
1
p2q, R
p1q  Spbqqεph1qεpb1q.(4.31)
This corollary is a consequence of Corollaries 3.12 and 3.17 but also a special case of the
following Theorem.
Theorem 4.18. Let C,B be weakly dual Hopf algebras in H-Mod. Given σ P C2HpB, kq and
τ P C2Hp
copC,kq, then σ  τ P C2pDrinHpC,Bq,kq, where
σ  τpb, b1q  σpb, b1q, σ  τpc, c1q  τpc, c1q, σ  τph, h1q  εphh1q.
That is, for all b, b1 P B, h, h1 P H, and c, c1 P C,
σ  τpbhc, b1h1c1q  σpb, hRp1q  b1p2qq evpcp2q, b
1
p1qqτpR
p2q  cp1q, h
1  c1q.(4.32)
This construction commutes with coboundaries.
Proof. We give a more conceptual proof than in Theorem 4.7. First, define a category T στ
consisting of objects V in B  H-Mod which are both a left Bσ-module with action morphism
bV and a left
copCτ -modules in H-Mod with action morphism cV satisfying the compatibility
condition

τσ
B C B C B C B C
.(4.33)
This corresponds to the following equality of morphisms:
cV pIdC bbV qpIdbcV qpIdbbV q
 bV pIdB bcV qpmb σ b τ bmb IdV qp∆BbB b∆BbC b IdV q
pIdbΨ1C,B b IdqpIdb evb IdqpIdB b∆B b∆C b IdBbV q
(4.34)
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This condition is equivalent (under use of the antipode axioms) to the condition

τσ
.(4.35)
There are two things to check. First, that the product defined on B b C by
mστ  pmb σ b τ bmqp∆BbB b∆BbCqpIdbΨ
1
C,B b IdqpIdb evb Idq
pIdB b∆B b∆C b IdBq
(4.36)
provides an associative algebra object. It then follows that T στ is a category which is equivalent
to left modules over the algebra B oτσ C : pB b C,mστ q. Second, we check that T στ is a left
categorical module over the category C,BYD (which was defined in the proof of Proposition 3.6).
The action is given by the tensor product structure of tensoring such Yetter–Drinfeld modules.
The theorem then follows under the equivalences C,BYD  DrinHpC,Bq-Mod and T στ  pBoτσ
CqoH-Mod using the Tannaka-Krein reconstruction argument as in [Lau15, Proposition 3.8.4].
In particular, the right 2-cocycle on DrinHpC,Bq is obtained as σ  τ  εDrinHpC,Bqpmστ oHq.
We observe that the product of B oτσ C can be written as
mστ  pmσ bmτ qpIdbΨ
1
C,B b IdqpIdb evb IdqpIdB b∆B b∆C b IdBq,
where mτ is the left 2-cocycle twist of the multiplication on C by τ . We denote mτ  τ . We
now check that mστ is associative, by comparing mστ pmστ b IdBbCq and mστ pIdBbC bmστ q
τσ
τσ

τ
τ
σ
σ
τ

σ
σ τ


τ
τσ
στ
τσ
σ .
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The first picture equals mστ pmστ b IdBbCq, and in the first equality we apply that ∆C : Cτ Ñ
Cτ b C makes Cτ a right C-comodule algebra in B. In the second equality, coassociativity of
mτ and the weak Hopf algebra duality of C and B are applied, cf. Equation (3.5). The third
equality applies properties of the braiding and (co)associativity. Finally, the forth equality uses
that ∆B : Bσ Ñ BbBσ makes Bσ a left B-comodule algebra, together with Equation (3.5). The
last picture indeed equals mστ pIdBbC bmστ q.
Second, we verify that that we can tensor an object in T στ on the left with a Yetter–Drinfeld
module in C,BYD using graphical calculus
τσ 
στ στ



σ
τ
.
In this computation, the Yetter–Drinfeld condition (3.14) is applied in the second equality, while
the defining condition (4.35) of T στ is applied in the last equality. The other steps use naturality
of the braiding, combined with (co)associativity.
Finally, it follows, using the description of the product on B oτσ C that if σ  σ1 and τ  τ 1,
then B oτσ C  B oτ
1
σ1 C. This implies that the map of 2-cocycles commutes with coboundaries,
and hence descents to a map H2HpB, kq H2Hp
copC,kq ÝÑ H2pDrinHpC,Bq,kq. 
Example 4.19. The braided Heisenberg double HeisHpC,Bq is obtained from DrinHpC,Bq via
twist with the 2-cocycle
IndB trivpbhc, b
1h1c1q  εpbqεphq evphp1q  c, hp2q  b
1qεph1qεpc1q,
which is induced by the trivial 2-cocycle triv  ε b ε over B. This results recovers [Lau15,
Corollary 3.8.5], cf. also Example 4.9.
Remark 4.20. Theorem 4.18 gives a map
H2HpB, kq H2HpcopC,kq ÝÑ H2pDrinHpC,Bq,kq.
Note that this map is in general not surjective. For example, the trivial cocycle on DrinHpC,Bq
does not lay in the image unless in trivial cases, or the highly degenerate pairing ev  εC b εB.
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Note further that there exists a map
HH2 pB, kq ÝÑ H2HpcopC,kq,
where HH2 pB, kq denotes the set of right 2-cycles over B in H-Mod up to boundary transforma-
tions. That is, equivalence classes of elements c P B bB such that

c
c c
c
.(4.37)
The map is given by mapping c to c  evb2pIdCbC bcq. Hence Theorem 4.18, in particular,
produces a map
H2HpB, kq HH2 pB, kq ÝÑ H2pDrinHpC,Bq, kq, pσ, cq ÞÝÑ σ  c.
We remark that [Sch99, Section 4] classifies all cleft objects over uqpgq by viewing this Hopf
algebra as a quotient of a bicross product.
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